
Inspections on 2nd – 8th March 2020 

 

2,131 Counterfeit Goods Seized in Bangkok 

From 2nd to 8th March 2020, officers from The DIP,  

The Economic Crime Suppression Division and representative of 

foreign brand owners jointly inspected sections that were suspected of 

Intellectual Property infringement in Bangkok. In doing so, the officers 

totally found 20 infringing activities, arrested 16 suspects (Thais)  and 

seized 2,131 counterfeit goods as follows: 

Pratunam Market, the officers found 5 infringing activities and 

arrested 4 suspects.  205 counterfeit T- shirts that copied trademarks 

including Louis Vuitton, Gucci, Chanel and Miu Miu were seized. 

Sampeng Market, the officers found 4 infringing activities and 

arrested 3 suspects.223 counterfeit goods such as caps and bags that 

copied trademarks including Louis Vuitton, Gucci, Chanel, Balenciaga 

and MCM were seized. 

Union Mall, the officers found 2 infringing activities and 

arrested 2 suspects.  53 counterfeit T- shirts that copied trademarks, 

including Chanel and Gucci, were seized. 

The One Park Shopping Mall, the officers found an infringing 

activity and arrested a suspect.  80 counterfeit T-shirts and scarves that 

copied trademarks including Gucci, Chanel, Balenciaga and Yves Saint 

Laurent were seized. 

House no.  41 Soi Charoenkrung 45 Klongsan, the officers as 

above- mentioned coordinating with officers from The Metropolitan 

Police Bureau under the search warrant no.  129/2563 (129/2020)  that 

was issued by The Central Intellectual Property and International Trade 

Court found an infringing activity and arrested a suspect.  1,147 

counterfeit goods such as ink cartridges, boxes, plastic bags, 

holograms, stickers, handbooks and shockproof sheets that copied HP 

and Canon trademarks were seized. 

Suapa Market, the officers found 2 infringing activities and 

arrested a suspect. 203 counterfeit mobile cases that copied trademarks, 

including Louis Vuitton and MCM, were seized. 
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Palladium IT Mall, the officers found 2 infringing activities 

and arrested 2 suspects.  89 counterfeit goods such as backpacks, 

handbags, wallets and belts that copied trademarks including Louis 

Vuitton, Hermes, Burberry and MCM were seized. 

Muang Thai Phatra Market, the officers found an infringing 

activity and arrested a suspect.  17 counterfeit goods such as wallets, 

backpacks, bags and belts that copied Gucci and Chanel trademarks 

were seized. 

Platinum Fashion Mall, the officers found 2 infringing 

activities and arrested a suspect.  114 counterfeit T-shirts that copied 

trademarks, including Louis Vuitton and Burberry, were seized. 
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